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Call or Text: 616.402.8344
Email: zsrsolarcarts@gmail.com

https://zsrsolar.com

OUR STORY

“
We are looking to familiarize the Public with our brand ZSR SOLAR while coordinating
resources and educating future sales and work forces... as well as informing the people of
planet Earth about the freedom of eco-friendly, carbon-zero transportation that we are able to
provide. We span all areas of the “S.T.E.A.M.” learning protocol.

Picture this: you're navigating the city's vibrant streets, not on a bike that leaves you winded
or confined to the limitations of public transport, but in something that feels revolutionary.
The Solar Rover isn't just another vehicle; it's akin to your favorite moped or electric scooter
but elevated. Imagine the ease of parking, the breeze on your face, but with none of the fuel
costs, and all the eco-friendly cred.
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This solar-powered marvel combines the best of both worlds --More storage space than you
would get with a scooter, without the bulk or expense of a car. It's designed for the
millennial in mind, those who yearn for the freedom of their own wheels but are mindful of
their environmental footprint and budget. Unlike loud and stinky gas-buggies on the road,
the Solar Rover offers enhanced features that transform your Solar Rover into a silent and
safe mobile solar power generator. The Z-Box is a weatherproof AC power unit that allows
you to use plug-in appliances or home electronics anywhere your Solar Rover goes. For in
case of emergency, or just used recreationally with constant onboard solar charging on your
Solar Rover, you can enjoy longer ride times and shorter charging times... not to mention
giving you peace of mind.

It's more than just a mode of transport; it's a statement. A commitment to a greener, more
sustainable Earth, without sacrificing convenience or breaking the bank. For those who've
been wrestling with the desire for a car but dread the costs and the hassle, the Solar Rover
presents a compelling alternative. It's not just about getting from point A to point B; it's
about reshaping the urban landscape, one solar-powered journey at a time.

”
● Locally owned and operated in Wyoming, MI.
● Available for Sit-Down interviews (“Teach N’ Spark” spokes-personalities)
● Mobile Broadcast powered by Solar Rover (eco-story)
● Solutions for people struggling with the Power-Grid and looking for power
● Clean and Safe Urban Mobility Targeted for Millennials
● Educational “Teasers” looking for New Recruits

We look forward to hearing back from you soon.


